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ACTIONSCRIPT REFERENCE GUIDE
Actions are a key feature to ANY Flash movie. If you are a beginner here is a
thorough list of most of the commands (actions) that you can give in Flash. If you
aren't a beginner, then this is a handy list to have around.

» Operators

» Functions

» Properties » Expressions

ACTIONS
ACTION NAME
Go To

Play

Stop

Toggle High
Quality

Stop All Sounds

Get URL

FS Command

Load/Unload
Movie

Notates that the action has a screenshot to view
WHAT IT DOES
COMMENTS & SKILL LEVEL
This action leaves your current frame and "goes to" Beginner level action:

the frame or scene that you specify. It can go to and Used in MANY types of instances. This is a core
Stop on the frame, OR, it can go to and begin to play action in Flash. Most commonly with buttons, that
at the frame you specify.
when a button is clicked it will "Go to & play" this
certain frame/scene.
This action will force a movie or movie clip to play.
Beginner level action:
Typically used on frames, where upon reaching the
frame, it will continue to play through the rest of the
movie/movie clip.
This action will stop your movie from playing. This
Beginner level action:
doesn't mean that you can't go back and make it play Typically used to "Stop" a movie from playing at the
again. It will just stop until you give it an action to
end. Movies by default loop constantly. So to stop it,
play again.
you simple insert a 'stop' action on the last frame.
In Flash there is Low & High quality in the way the
Beginner level action:
graphics are displayed. High quality is slower on
Typically used in standalone players, where it can
older computers but look a ton better. Low quality will toggle between low & high quality. So where the
process faster on older computers and even on new movie gets a little sticky and slow it will switch to low
ones, but the lines will look jagged and nasty.
quality to compensate for the lag.
This action will stop all the sounds in the movie that Beginner level action:
are currently playing at that time. Typically that would This is a quick but 'not -so-good' method to have a
be a background sound. It won't disable them
button shut off your background looping music. You
permanently though. It just stops them from playing can read of more efficient ways here at VFX under
at that particular time.
the Advanced tutorials.
GetURL is a core feature in Flash. It basically calls
Beginner level action:
outside files (commonly HTML files) just like a
Typically used to have buttons that will call up HTML
standard hyperlink.
pages, OR, where there is a Flash introduction and
It's also used to send form field variables. You must you want it to go directly into an HTML site without
specify that the variables "Send using Post". This
the user having to press any button.
will send them to an outside script of your choice
specified in the GetURL box.
Uses Javascript to send commands to the browser.
Many don't have the need to use this feature
anymore due to the greater scripting capabilities
available in Flash 4.

Advanced action:
----

This action provides the ability to insert external .swf Advanced action:
into a flash movie. It can replace movies that are
This feature uses a concept of layers. Your base
playing in your HTML file, OR it can play multiple
movie is considered to be level0. If you want to load
movies at one time.
a movie directly on top if it, you would refer to level1,
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level2, and so on.

This action allows the user to control movies,
actions, & frames in any timeline from any timeline.

Intermediate action:

If Frame Is
Loaded

This action allows for the movie to preload frames,
and then play after it is done loading those frames.

Advanced action:

On
MouseEvent

These are considered to be event handler. On
MouseEvent will ONLY be available for button
actions.

Beginner level action:

The ' If ' action basically sets a condition where a
statement is only executed when the condition is
true.

Intermediate/Advanced action:

This action will repeat a statement or expression as
long as a certain condition exists. This action is
always accompanied with "Loop while".

Intermediate/Advanced action:

This allows you to 'call' functions or subroutine
actions from another frame as long as it has a label
on it.

Intermediate action:

This is used to alter a movie clip instance relative to
its original state

Advanced action:

Tell Target

If -- (If/Else)

Loop

Call

Set Property
Set Variable

This action is also a key feature to having a good
Flash movie that is functional. It allows you to have
tons of control over outside movie clips (with
instance names).
Most common use for this action is for Preloaders.

This even has On Press, Release, Release Outside,
Roll Over, Roll Out, Drag Over, Drag Out, & On
Keypress.
You first set the condition or prequisite
Then tell it what statements are to be executed
End If
I consider it advanced, because you have to have
background programming knowledge (usually) to
know how to execute "Do while" loops
This is great when you know you are going to use a
certain subroutine over and over again. This way you
don't have to add it every time. Just call it!
Set property has many that you can choose from in a
drop down list OR we have a list below. See here

These are named 'storage places' for pieces of data. Advanced action:
You can reference them within a timeline and are
Variables are not accessible from outside their
one of key features to good actionscript.
timelines. Therefore you must use the Tell Target
action with a (:) colon, and then enter the variable
name.

Duplicate
Movie Clip

This allows you to duplicate or remove an instance of Advanced action:
a movie clip.
In the target field you put the instance name of the
movie clip you want to duplicate. Then in the New
name field enter the new name you will give it. In the
Depth field enter the layer on which it's to reside on.
Bottom layer is 0 up from there.

Drag Movie
Clip

This allows the user to pick up a movie clip and drag Intermediate/Advaned action:
it around the movie stage.
Advanced uses involve dragging an object, and
when it comes over a certain area it snaps into
place, and then an action is played.
This is a type of way to test your code in Flash. You Advanced action:
tell it what expression to evaluate by putting a trace This is similar to the alert( ) in Javascript.
action near it, and it will output a string or value to a
window in test movie mode.
This action is simply a comment that you can insert Beginner level action:
into your actionscript. It does not get read as part of Typically used to jog the memory and help you
the actual scripting.
remember parts of your scripts.

Trace

Comment

EXPRESSIONS
String Literals:
Default data type, and values taken "as is"

Expressions:
Numerals, variables, operators, functions, and strings. Requires further processing
before it can be used.

Numerals:
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Field consists of ONLY numeric characters (1-9) and -(negative)

OPERATORS

FUNCTIONS

NUMERIC OPERATORS
)
Used to set the precedence of
evalutation. Inner parentheses are
always evaluated first.
+
Addition
Subtraction
*
Multiplication
/
Division
=
Equals (returns value of true/false)

FUNCTIONS & DESCRIPTIONS
True
Boolean true (1)

<>

Not equals

<

Less than

>

Greater than

<=

Less than or equal to

>=

Greater than or equal to

Returns a substring of the string
variables
Returns an integer that is the length of
the variable
Chr( )
Returns the character corresponding to
the ASCII value of the variable
Ord( )
Returns the ASCII value for the single
character of the variable
Get
Returns the current value of property for
Property a given target

False
Newline
GetTimer
Int( )
Random
( )
Substring
(
Length( )

Boolean false (0)
Insert newline (carriage return <br>)
The time since the .swf was opened
Converts the variable to an integer
A random number from 0 to the variable

STRING OPERATORS
""
Used to denote a string inside an
expression
&
String concatenate (Adds strings
end to end)
eq
String equals
ne
String not equal
lt
String less than
gt
String greater than
le
String less than or equal to
ge
String greater than or equal to
not
Logical NOT
and
Logical AND
or
Logical OR

PROPERTIES
These are characteristics of movies and movie clips that can be set and retrieved from
GetProperty and SetProperty
_x
The X position of the center point of a movie clip (left to right)
_y
The Y position of the center point of a movie clip (top to bottom)
_width
the width of a movie clip
_height
the height of a movie clip
_rotation
the rotation of a movie clip (in degrees)
_target
the target path of a movie clip (includes FULL path)
_name
the name of an instance of a movie clip
_url
the full URL of the .swf that contains the movie clip
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_xscale
_yscale
_currentframe
_totalframes
_framesloaded
_alpha
_visible
_droptarget
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the scale of the x axis (in %) of a movie clip
the scale of the y axis (in %) of a movie clip
the current frame of a movie clip
the total number of frames in a movie clip
the number of frames in a movie clip that are loaded
The alpha (transparency) of a movie clip (measured in %, 0 is fully transparent)
the visibility of a movie clip (true/false)
when a movie clip is dragged, this is equal to the path of the target beneath the
mouse pointer. Or, if no path is given, it equals "/", the target of the main timeline
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